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Infrasonic bird repellent
shows promise

Low-frequency sound aimed at birds as they approach busy flight paths could reduce bird strikes that put airliners and passengers at risk,
US researchers say. Technology International Inc of Louisiana has reported that a nine-month test using infrasound to repel birds has been
successful. Low-frequency sounds, which are not heard by humans, were generated using a rotary woofer, the company said. The sounds
“jam the birds’ acoustic navigational system and mimic the atmospheric disruptive features of unstable weather conditions that birds
instinctively avoid.” The sounds don’t harm the birds, the company said. The company hopes to use the technology at airports to create
bird-free zones, and plans to test a prototype system at an airport soon.
Bird strikes continue to be a major problem for aircraft around the world, causing about a billion dollars in damage each year. The
frequencies used in the test are similar to infrasound emitted by thunderstorms, which may explain why the birds are averse to the sounds.
The system can also be used to create zones that are attractive to birds and establish wildlife sanctuaries
in safe areas. TI Inc said the technology could also be used in other settings besides airports, such as urban
squares, harbours and wind farms. The equipment should be available commercially in about two years.
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Editorial

Whilst writing from a rather dull Zurich evening it
otherwise seems that spring has sprung and the VFR
GA activity destined for Kloten is more prevalent than
it was only a month ago. As we go to press, the AGM
is looming and I hope to meet many of you there—
perhaps if you have a spare minute or three, I would
always be interested to hear what you think of IP and
of ways it can be improved, and I am always on the
lookout for new articles for publication. If you feel
that you might have some ideas or something to offer
please contact me or send your submission directly by
email to theeditor@pplir.org.
In this issue, Roland Honel completes his IR under
the LBA scheme, Jim Thorpe entertains with the trials
and tribulations of setting up a simulator facility, and
Klaas Wagenaar gives some food for thought on our
personal criteria for going flying. For the benefit of
our members who do not follow the website, I’ve also
included Timothy Nathans piece on what PPL/IR is
about and what it does—which seems to be a frequent
questions from those not in the know—as well as an
overview of the latest developments to SkyDemon, a
service which is appearing to do for Europe what Foreflight has done in the US. With the AGM so close,
and as Anthony is stepping down, I’ve also included
his report for viewing by the full membership.
The ExCo continue working at representing our
interests—a short summary of their activities since the
last issue of Instrument Pilot is as follows:
• Paul Sherry’s nomination to MDM.078
(Importing of aircraft regulation) has been
accepted
• Commission and EASA response to Roadmap
for Regulation of GA
• Consultation on Radio Mandatory Zones
(RMZs) response submitted by GA Alliance
• Good consensus of opinion in MDM.062,
work on-going
• Proposal to change the airspace classification
and configuration of the Channel Islands
airspace
• NPRM workshop on PBN
• FAA/EASA BASA IPL—progressing slowly,
still hoping for April 2014
Happy flying
Ben Hines
New Members
PPL/IR Europe welcomes new members:
Daniel Felton
UK/EGBM
Gordon Marshall
UK/Cambridge
Phil Greenhalgh
UK/EGKH
Rob Ashton
UK/Brighton
Tim Buckley
UK/EGNM
Tim Newton
UK/EGSC
John Zarno
UK/EGSC

Cover photograph courtesy of Kelly Warren
www.wildspiritresources.com
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Dunnett organised a weekend outing to Waterford in July; again this
was much enjoyed by the participants in spite of somewhat
indifferent weather and some late cancellations.
Vasa Babic gave the last of three very well supported seminars to
members on the theoretical aspects of PRNAV and hopefully all
members who wanted to come to one of Vasa’s seminars have
managed to do so. We are much indebted to Vasa for his time in
preparing for and giving these seminars.
Our website underwent a major upgrade last summer. Much of
the work concentrated on the “back end” with a view to enabling
easier access to members (one login to read and post rather than two
as previously) and to reorganise the membership database permitting
much more streamlined access to membership statistics and
membership renewal routines in particular. Derek Fage masterminded this with considerable input from Ian Chandler and Sali
Gray, and subsequently Timothy Nathan, our web editor, has
enhanced the front end with various tweaks and embellishments. One
of the consequences is that we have now moved to rolling
membership although for some time to come, the bulk of the
membership will renew at calendar year end. There are still some
outstanding issues to be resolved, notably the rolling production of
aircrew cards and work continues on this.
Stephen Niechcial retired as editor of IP last summer and Ben
Hines has stepped into his shoes with David Abrahamson and Philip
Caiger continuing as production editors. After three years of
compiling Pilots’ Talk, Sahib Bleher stepped down and his place has
been taken by Klaas Wagenaar. Thanks are due to all those members
who contributed articles to IP during the year and please keep these
coming. The post of Press officer remained vacant throughout the
year.
After four years as Deputy Chairman and Chairman respectively,
Jim and I step down at the AGM although both of us will continue
to be involved with PPL/IR affairs and stand for re-election as
directors.
Meetings of the Executive Committee took place at Gloucestershire and Exeter Airports in July and October respectively and a short
meeting will be held on the eve of the AGM.

Significant matters since the last annual general meeting on which I
report are as follows:
During the year, various Executive Committee (ExCo) members
have attended external meetings with a number of organisations,
drafted submissions on a multitude of topics and responded to
consultation papers in liaison with other GA organisations. The main
burden of this work falls on Julian Scarfe and David Earle with
contributions from other ExCo members as required.
Once again PPL/IR Europe participated at AeroExpo at Sywell in
May. Following on from our inaugural attendance at Friedrichshafen
just before last year’s AGM, our stand was manned by a smaller
number of members putting in more hours on the basis that this
allowed a more professional presentation to potential members. As
ever Sali Gray, our membership secretary co-ordinated everyone and
arranged the usual social dinner for stand helpers on the Friday
evening. Timothy Nathan, Alan South, Andrew Lambert and Steve
Hallas were chiefly responsible for the planning and participation at
both Friedrichshafen and Sywell. We shall be participating again at
Friedrichshafen in late April and Sywell at the end of May.
Progress continues slowly on the FCL.008 committee’s proposals
for the new CBM IR and the proposed EIR and Jim Thorpe attended
meetings where feedback on the draft proposals was considered. The
present expectation is that the new CBM IR should take effect as
from April 2014.
An “away day” Executive Committee meeting attended by various
other members took place at Gloucestershire Airport in July. A wide
range of subjects was discussed including our mission statement,
FRA, attendance at aviation events such as Friedrichshafen and Sywell
and training/social events for members. Following this meeting,
David Abrahamson and Phil Caiger as production editors of IP and
Graham Whittle joined the Executive Committee. Ben Hines also
joined the Executive Committee as IP editor in place of Stephen
Niechcial. Paul Sherry has also joined the Executive Committee and
Board of Directors and stands for election as chairman at the AGM.
Phil Caiger led a ten day tour to Turkey in September. Attendance
was sparse but those who did participate much enjoyed themselves.
However family and other commitments, and feedback at the
Gloucestershire meeting suggest that most members prefer day or
weekend social events. With help from David Abrahamson, Stephen
96/2013
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PPL/IR Europe
Timothy Nathan

Working in lower airspace
◦ How to deal practically with icing
◦ How to fly enroute within TMAs
◦ Flying in and around weather, not above it
◦ Pop-up clearances
Working with weather
◦ Where to get information
◦ How to interpret it
◦ How to determine what real effect it will have
These are just a small sample of ways that PPL/IR Europe members
help each other develop from new rating holders to professionally
competent pilots.
Providing the private IFR pilot the information a professional gets
from an airline’s operations department
Once professional pilots are out in the real world they tend to be
looked after by their airline’s operations department who will see that
changing rules and regulations are adhered to, and will ensure that
pilots keep up with changes to laws and procedures. Routes, alternates
and minima will be planned, flight plans will be filed, documentation
sourced, customs, handling and fuelling will be organised, hotels will
be booked—all the pilot has to do is to manipulate the controls.
The PPL/IR is at the opposite end of the spectrum. If the pilot
doesn’t do it, it doesn’t get done. The pilot needs to know everything
that’s going on at government level and plan every detail of every
flight to ensure it will be successful and legal.
PPL/IR Europe strives to make sure that pilots know what needs
to be done and have the necessary information available. We track
regulations about maintenance, flight crew licencing, medical requirements, operations, equipment and so on, and we make sure that you
know what affects you.
We help by sourcing flight planning software which creates routes
acceptable to Eurocontrol; by providing information from members
about airports throughout Europe; by working with charts providers;
and by discussing different ways of finding information. We help
source and interpret weather information and NOTAMs, and we can
help find schools and examiners when you need them. And we make
sure that you are not on your own. Someone at PPL/IR Europe will
know the answer to your questions, or who to get the answer from.
Representing the needs of the private IFR pilot to the authorities
Aviation is a big, tough commercial world, full of big, tough players
who want and need to gain every small edge and advantage.
The main issue for European aviation is to improve the gate to gate
efficiency of its CAT system in terms of time, money, and
environmental impact. The risks for GA is mostly that they are simply
forgotten about, and also that solutions identified are suited only to
the small number of large aircraft that are CAT.
Among all the pressures, such as taxation, environmentalists,
planners, curfews, military airspace, slot allocations and bizjets, to
name but a few, the last thing the airlines or air traffic service providers want or need are amateurs—leisure pilots—as they see them,
standing in the way of their maximising operational efficiency. Light
aircraft occupy resources, space and time which could otherwise be
dedicated to CAT and military aircraft.
We, as private IFR pilots, have a right to fair access to the resources
and space the professionals would dearly love to take for themselves.
This right is enshrined in EU law. But to stake our claim we must be
around the table, explaining our needs and rights, and defending our
position against a well-organised and well-funded lobby.

To achieve its goals PPL/IR Europe has to meet at least five objectives:
• Be a source of continuous professional development for the
private IFR pilot
• Provide the private IFR pilot with the information a
professional gets from an airline’s operations department
• Represent the needs of the private IFR pilot to the authorities
• Assist the authorities in framing and modification of regulations
• Provide a mutually supportive community of private IFR pilots
A source of continuous professional development for the private
IFR pilot
A professional pilot develops continuously, for thousands of hours,
between getting their IR and taking command, whereas a recently
qualified PPL/IR is expected to jump from the training machine
directly to single pilot command.
Flight schools train towards requirements. If the requirements are
that the candidate should be able to fly a departure, airways sector,
arrival, hold and approach within certain tolerances, then the school
will train the candidate to do these exact things. Similarly, if a certain
level of theoretical knowledge is required, that is the level which will
be taught. The flight schools are acutely aware of the costs of training
flights and thus don’t usually include extra, real world knowledge and
experience; this is supposed to come later, and quite rightly so—
regulation is there to mandate the fundamentals, but continuous
professional development is there to cover the practicalities.
When fresh CPL or frozen ATPLs emerge from a school and are
absorbed into airlines, they will be treated as absolute beginners. For
the next many thousands of hours they will sit beside experienced
captains gaining experience. They have to complete line training as
well as base training before they are even qualified for the right hand
seat, and must undergo command training and many line training
sectors before being allowed to command an aircraft. This whole
process will be repeated if they change aircraft type.
Compare this to the PPL/IR who walks out of the flight school,
holding on to a new IR, having little idea how to actually plan and
execute an IFR flight which lands somewhere different from where
they took off…something which, in all their IFR training, they are
unlikely to have actually done. They are expected to jump in and be
captain from day one, with almost no training, briefing or experience.
PPL/IR Europe fills the gap. We offer advice, training, guidance,
even informal mentoring to pilots who need assistance to get over
this knowledge gap. Our books, magazine, website and forum are all
dedicated to helping the PPL/IR develop their skills and knowledge.
The complete range of the advice and guidance we give is too great
to list here, but examples include:
Procedural issues
◦ How to develop standard operating procedures to
keep you safe, even under pressure
◦ How to deal practically with icing
◦ The realities of depressurisation
◦ How to transition safely between VFR airfields and
the IFR enroute system
Getting the job done
◦ Light aircraft operation is different to commercial air
transport (CAT)
◦ How to step outside CAT procedures and stay safe
(eg non CDFA NPAs)
◦ Flying in the modern regulatory environment
◦ Risk management
Instrument Pilot
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The regulators do not want to regulate us out of existence, but they
are so pre-occupied by CAT and the military that sometimes they fail
to stop and think about the effect of the regulations they create.
Mandating a 40kg, $50,000 piece of equipment in every aircraft
would have marginal impact on a 757, but would ground the private
fleet. The regulators need to be constantly reminded to think GA
before they regulate.
PPL/IR Europe gets to sit round the tables and quietly, but
persuasively, make our points. The list of regulatory fora where we
have influence is far too long to describe in full, but it covers every
aspect from European general aviation regulatory strategy, to airspace
change processes for individual pieces of airspace. At EASA we work
on safety standards, operations, licensing and airworthiness tasks, and
we work in the SESAR project on ATM development. We also work
in the UK especially with agencies such as the CAA, NATS and the
Border Agency on matters of policy, strategy, airspace, safety and
operations.
Assisting the authorities in framing and modification of regulation
Although it may seem similar to the section above, we also take a step
back from what is essentially a reactive role to pro-actively assist the
rule making bodies to completely rethink how they regulate GA,
particularly IFR related regulation.
EASA and the other rule making bodies are well aware that if they
make regulation too onerous, they will simply drive aviation either
abroad or underground. They are also open to changing regulations
shown not to be working.
It was against this background that PPL/IR Europe conceived and
presented the idea of the Competence Based Modular Instrument
Rating and the Enroute Instrument Rating. Those two concepts were
dreamt up in a London hotel room by members of PPL/IR, and have
survived through the process towards becoming law, virtually
unscathed.
We have already seen that many people will turn their back on
European oversight and turn to the US authorities to regulate them.
This is overwhelmingly necessary for IFR pilots, as the route to the
JAA IR was made so tough and obscure.
EASA is on a mission to reclaim European aviation for European
regulation. It veers between persuasion by making the regulations

easier to comply with, and compulsion by making life hard for FAA
license holders and foreign registered aircraft.
But if the FAA route were to be closed so that pilots are unable to
fly wholly within the law, there’s a risk they might argue “in for a
penny, in for a pound” and fly wholly outside the law. Officially they
would be seen to have ceased to maintain their aircraft, have medicals
or renew their qualifications because the regulators have simply made
it too hard or too expensive.
There is no question that some European authorities are more
prone to that approach than others, but it’s seen as a real risk in some
parts of Europe.
We have the impression that EASA like to have the weight of
thinking these things through lifted from their shoulders, and we are
more than willing to help them if it means that practical, workable
regulation is the result.
We seek to close the gap between the rule maker and practicality.
Providing a mutually supportive community of private IFR pilots
Finally, we have another important role to play for European IFR
pilots. In the USA, being an IFR qualified pilot is nothing special—
an IFR pilot is just a pilot in a big community of like-minded people.
But in Europe decades of making the IR too burdensome in a
number of small but cumulative ways and the placing of unnecessary
hurdles has made the private IFR pilot very much the exception
rather than the rule. If we wander down to the flying club, or follow
pilots’ online forums, we tend to be in a small minority. People don’t
want to discuss instrument approaches or icing, nor do they engage
in discussions about 600nm flights. They have their own interest in
aerobatics, or going to farm strips or mountain flying, and we IFR
pilots are seen to be somewhat cliquey and apart.
So PPL/IR Europe, as well as providing a community of knowledge, also provides a social community, organising trips to interesting
places—like a grand tour of Europe for ten aircraft, or a visit to the
Airbus factory—as well as dinners and meetings which have both a
technical and social agenda. Of course the forum is a meeting place
as well.
So that’s the manifesto of what we do. We have had to leave out
much of the detail from this short description, but we hope
that it’s enough to give the general idea!

Aero Friedrichshafen and AeroExpo 2013
PPL/IR will be exhibiting at Aero Friedrichshafen www.aero-expo.com
April 24th – April 27th (find us in Hall A5 on Stand A33) and will
also be exhibiting at AeroExpo 2013 www.expo.aero/uk 31st May –
2nd June, so if you are planning to attend either of these events please
come and say Hello.
Sali Gray, our Membership Secretary, is organising a social dinner
for members on the Friday evening at a local hotel. It provides the
opportunity to meet other members in a relaxed and informal setting.
Partners are welcome to attend. Sali has provisionally booked some
accommodation at the hotel so, if you are interested in joining us,
please email her at memsec@pplir.org as soon as you can.

Social weekend trip to Normandy
Friday 5th – Sunday 7th July
Fly in to Caen Carpquet, staying at La Ferme de la Rançonnière,
Crépon, with dining gastronomique. A guided coach tours of the
D-Day beaches and battlefields with lunch in Arramanches-sur-Mer
on the Saturday. Visit to Bayeux abbey and tapestry on the Sunday
morning for departures after lunch.
Meeting details, information and registration forms available on
the website: login at www.pplir.org/eventsnew.
Please book urgently. The hotel held block room bookings until
12th March, so now depends on availability (no cost cancellations
up to 72-hours beforehand).

IFR equipped Mooney Ovation for sale

G-JAKI, 1995 M20R, 1315h TT, 0h SMOH, 180kts, 280hp TCM
IO-550-G, speed brakes, full IFR panel with Garmin 530, Sandel
3308 EFIS, KFC-150 ﬂight director, KX-165, KN-62A DME, KR87 ADF, KT-73 mode S transponder. Insight GEM-602 engine
monitor, Insight SF-2000 Strikeﬁnder, Shadin fuel computer, electric
standby vacuum pump, wingtip recognition lights. Fresh annual
April/13. Contact David Abrahamson david@cs.tcd.ie or
telephone +353 1 896 1716.

Member Advertisements
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Human Factors and Personal Limits
Klaas Wagenaar

things which can be mitigated by using VOR/DMEs enroute, as are
having alternative features available like an iPad or portable GPS. As
long as you realise the consequences of the mitigation actions, then
it should be okay.
Let me try a few other ones to challenge your own thinking on
this. Weather: if your flight will let you pass an active front (average
GA aeroplane, no oxygen, no de-icing). Is that a situation whereby
you will say “so what” or does this give you as a pilot some more
thinking about possible avoidance and/or have worked out a plan B
in case of serious CBs, icing or turbulence issues? When reading
accident articles how many of them would have been avoided if
serious weather situations like fronts, squall lines, (embedded) CBs,
icing, turbulence or cross winds etc had been classified in the pilot’s
mind as “I don’t go, unless…”.
What about flying over the Swiss Alps, again with our average GAaircraft? For me, even during a forecast clear day, that would be a “no
flight”. Why? I don’t want to get stuck between no oxygen availability,
icing risks and the at least 2,000 ft height as a floor above the top of
the mountains. Secondly, even it was a guaranteed perfect clear day
(do they exist?), I just don’t want to compromise my own personal
limits. Either you stick to them or you don’t—black or white and
grey shouldn’t be an option here. I know that sometimes it’s tempting
to throw away your personal limits, but do believe one day you might
regret and wish you were on the ground instead of flying out there
in challenging conditions.
What about airports? Runway width, length and contamination
are on my list. The same is true for airports in mountainous terrain
with no STAR and/or SID. Again the limits may require a mitigation
plan or a “no flight”. For me a more tricky one is marginal weather
conditions during the departure for an IFR-flight at an uncontrolled
airport. When do you decide to go and when not?

When was the last time you decided on the day of departure not to
go due to something exceeding your comfort limits? Sure, serious
deteriorating weather conditions is an obvious one. When starting
to write this article severe turbulence sigmets from surface to FL050
had been issued over north/west Europe which, for me, make an
obvious “no flight” condition—but I am pretty sure there were some
die hards (or dare devils) out there who were considering to give it a
try anyhow (a quick glance at the CCTV of a local airport just
confirmed my suspicion).
No, I am talking here about your own personal limits. What are
they? At what point do you decide not to go?

This is also typical of one of those practical exam questions which
triggered me to start writing down my own personal limits list.
Frankly speaking, as I gave it some more thought, the list became
longer than expected. Sure for every pilot the limits are “personal”.
In all probability the personal limits of a pilot with many years of
experience, hundreds or even thousands hours in their logbook, won’t
be the same in all items compared with those of the average GA-pilot
who got a PPL and IR-rating in their late 40s to early 50s, who rents
an aircraft and just makes enough hours a year to stay legally current.
But even then “it’s only the next hour of flight which counts”1 and
personal limits are part of the decision making process to fly.
Personal limits do not stop you from flying, but they are supposed
to be part of your risk assessment system and it is up to you as the
pilot—particularly for the safety of your passengers—to either take
actions to mitigate a detected risk or to ignore it. When I started to
draft my own list of personal limits I came to the following main
categories: flight preparation (weather, airplane and airport); takeoff;
enroute; approach and landing; and last but not least myself, the
pilot. Let me walk you through some examples.
As part of my flight preparation personal limits I decided to always
have an additional 30 minutes of extra fuel on board on top of the
legal requirements. I just added that in my flight planning tool. When
doing my weight and balance computations I try to be “honest” in
“guestimating” the weight of my fellow passengers. I simply won’t
accept a situation taking me forward or aft of the envelope. I also
check if I have a current GPS database when using the device as
primary navigation tool and have current airport plates (on paper)
and sectional charts with me. Personally fuel and W&B are limits
which I will not stretch. The GPS-database and paper plates are
Instrument Pilot

I remember recently when my co-pilot and I arrived at our airport
Lelystad (EHLE) for a planned IFR trip to Cambridge (EGSC). The
big weather picture—METARS, TAFS and just looking at the sky to
watch the sun setting itself—gave no concerns. After our usual ritual
of drinking coffee, eating some cake (you know how we Dutch like
English sandwiches…), when going over the last details of the flight
6
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we looked out the window again only to get an unpleasant surprise
by a fast approaching low cloud base from the west which came as
low as 400 ft (even Schiphol Met admitted this was an unforeseen
costal cloud development drifting to the east). Lelystad airport is in
uncontrolled G-airspace—you depart VFR and remain VMC till you
receive your IFR-clearance. For this trip we have to cross the Schiphol
class A TMA, so depending on traffic, the IFR-clearance can take
some time, or even worse Amsterdam Approach can clear you to
continue VMC and await further IFR-clearance. For that reason (and
of course to manage an immediate forced return) I have set my
personal limit for departure at a cloud base of 1200 ft. I can assure
you that when the first airplanes started to depart after a few hours
of waiting, for some VFR-flying at very marginal but I assume legally
allowed conditions, it was very hard for me not to instantly lower my
personal limits. I have been pretty tempted to depart with a base of
800 ft or so, because I was convinced that the layer of clouds was thin
and a bit higher I would be free of clouds in VMC to pick up the
IFR-clearance, however, I stuck to my limits and we left later for a
short IFR-flight to Groningen (EHGG) to shoot some approaches.
Let’s consider a few other personal limits: malfunction of one or more
instruments; cross wind component; single pilot operation or visual
approach during night IFR flights; LVP takeoff and landing limits;
crossing open waters for more than xx minutes with a single engine
airplane? These are simply yes or no decisions, aren’t they?
And then the ones that are easier to overlook. “Are you current as
a pilot and safe as a person to fly today?” The currency is not only
the legal requirements here. Do you as a pilot feel comfortable to fly
today given the weather forecast, flight preparation, status of the
airplane etc, all in relation to your own level of competency. The “I’M
SAFE” check is supposed to help to test your ability to fly as a person.
Issues like medication, eating, drugs and alcohol are supposed to be
the relatively easy ones to know, but what about illness, stress and
fatigue? Indeed the personal wellbeing of the pilot is one of the most
crucial factors for a safe flight. While researching the NTSB-database
over the past 24 months, I was surprised by how many times medication was mentioned, of course not all of them were linked as a
direct cause for the accident, but nevertheless some over the counter
medication can have an influence on the pilot’s ability to fly safely.
When using medication it’s advisable to check for potential risks.
Stress and fatigue are also tricky ones. You can’t see these, but they
can “bite” you at a critical moment pretty badly. Being aware of these
risks is probably the best way of dealing with them, for example,
personally it means always taking a safety pilot during a business trip.
So what’s the bottom line of all of this? When performing your
daily job, one has developed risk assessment procedures, personal
limits, a mitigation action list and consciously, but in many cases
unconsciously, one acts accordingly. For most of us flying is a hobby,
and some can use flying for business purposes, but still it isn’t a day
to day activity. As we all know the risks are high and flying IFR in
IMC on one hand increases the quality of our flying capabilities and
gives more safety, however it also decreases the margin for error. As
part of the risk assessment, setting (and sticking to) personal limits
should contribute to you as a pilot and to your passengers’ safety.
Some would argue that this is so basic and a common understanding,
so why bother? Quite frankly I am not so sure about that, the accident
rate and analysis don’t give me great comfort. Next to that, I often
ask fellow pilots what their personal limits are. In most cases it takes
too long for them to answer or the answer is far to wordy and not to
the point. Then I feel know enough…complacency has overridden
his or her system.
An example that has recently received circulation: A 52-year old
private pilot with an instrument rating, retired after a successful IPO,
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started to pursue his dream. He accumulated a total of 790 hours of
which 59 actual IFR and 300 hours in his second turbocharged A36
Beechcraft Bonanza. The pilot and his wife decided to go back home
after visiting their daughter. However a fast moving cold front was
on its way and penetrating the planned return trip. At 9:00 local time
the pilot called Flight Service to file an IFR flight plan from Olive
Branch to DeKalb-Peachtree Airport near Atlanta. Although being
offered a briefing, the pilot was not interested in the latest seriously
deteriorating weather conditions and gave the impression he already
had that information. That morning a severe weather forecast alert
was in force. Severe thunderstorms with hail, wind gusts to 70 knots,
extreme turbulence, maximum cumulonimbus cloud with tops to
50,000 feet with embedded CBs were forecast. And a tornado watch
was also in force.

At 9:25 the Bonanza took off and began its climb to the filed
17,000 feet altitude. Some 29 minutes later the Bonanza hit a line of
severe storms and broke up so badly that parts of it covered 15 miles.
It took three days before just 70% was recovered. During the
investigation it turned out the pilot had encountered earlier similar
severe weather situations with his first as well as his second Bonanza,
leading in both instances to an almost in-flight break-up. The first
Bonanza was total-loss, but just made it to the repair shop. The
second one, at the time standing next to the first one in the repair
shop, showed severe stress damage. After the second incident the pilot
was forced to take special training and a “709”-ride (re-examination
requested by the FAA after a serious incident or accident) which
seemed to be the cure for two years, until this last fatal flight. His
wife had refused to join him after the second encounter and took a
commercial flight. She had set a personal limit and more importantly,
she stuck to it.
Here’s wishing you many safe landings, Klaas.
Referenced sources:
Richard L Collins: The Next Hour (the most important hour
in your logbook), published by Sporty’s Pilot Shop
• AOPA website
• NTSB database
• Australian Government Standing Personal Minimums
Checklist
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Stimulating Simulating
Jim Thorpe

As most of you know, PPL/IR have been involved for several years in
the FCL008 process which we hope and expect will produce a more
attractive and accessible PPL/IR by 2014. It has become clear that
UK flying schools were unlikely to do the preparatory work needed
to take advantage of this opportunity if and when it comes. This is
perhaps understandable—many schools struggle to remain viable and
are more focussed on threats rather than opportunities. It also has to
be said that openness to new ideas and an entrepreneurial spirit are
not obviously widespread in the UK training industry.
It has never seemed acceptable to me that it is possible to get an
IR in two very intensive weeks in the USA, while six weeks is the
norm in the UK. There are plenty of excuses, and from time to time
the accusation of the FAA IR being inferior rears its head, of which
I think this is a lazy defence with no factual foundation. There are
certain reasons why training in Europe is more expensive and
somewhat harder to organise, but really the fundamental problem is
that no one has been motivated to fight through the many obstacles
and do the job better in a business where margins are tight.
I banged on about this in the PPL/IR committee for some time,
whilst it gradually dawned on me that although there was much
interest and goodwill, a voluntary structure with its concern for
proper process and accountability to members was not going to make
this happen. Analysis paralysis was the likely outcome, so I therefore
decided to put this together myself on a vaguely not for profit basis.
This is in the hope that if it works and becomes risk free, it might
then transfer into some structure within PPL/IR Europe. If it doesn’t
then at least it won’t be for want of trying.
A simulator was obviously a major factor in optimising the process,
and I had previously been to Austin in Texas to visit the manufacturers of the Redbird simulator. This is very impressive in offering
a full motion configurable simulator, for less than the price of the
rather pedestrian FNPT machines common in commercial IR
schools. At that time I could see that the certification process in
Europe would be painful and I awaited events. Two years passed by
and Redbird appointed a distributor in Germany, who got the EASA
Certification process underway in several countries. To simplify the
story, the distributors tempted me with an offer to sell me a machine
on the basis that part of the payment would be withheld pending UK
certification, and I bit the bullet in October.
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The machine is now operational in its own room at Gloucester
airport. For a company, we rather fancied the idea of being
Stimulating Simulating but common sense said that while we would
get lots of hits on a website, there might be some confusion regarding
consumers’ expectations, so the less catchy but more apposite Rate
One Aviation was born. We have a simple office and the usual
infrastructure in place, again at EGBJ, and Phil Morris has joined
me with an unpaid staff of two. The sim currently has configurations
for both a Garmin 1000 equipped C182, and standard “six pack”
Seneca types, and with a certification visit set for March, we have
plenty of work cut out to get done before that time. The JAA approval
process was designed for airline simulators which gives me a low
expectation of much correlation between NAA cost and NAA added
value, but I have to say the £9,000 simulator approval fee seems likely
to be an outstanding example given that the machine would be good
to go out of the box under the FAA. In any case, this was hardly
unexpected, so we are now working on the approval documents—
the sample that Redbird provide runs to almost 1,000 pages so this
is also not be going to be an overnight process.

The good news is that much of the testing work is automated.
With a high speed data link the engineers in Texas can supervise and
contribute, this aspect of modern simulation being highly impressive.
In error they had delivered a Seneca I (non turbo) configuration, and
having realised that it was me who failed to ask the right question,
(just assuming it would be the most common Seneca, the mark two),
one phone call and ten minutes later, the machine sitting at
Gloucester became a Seneca II after a simple software download.
I have no doubt that we will face a plethora of difficulties. It is
ironic that under the JAA, certification in some states was accepted
by other states. Under EASA, although all states are working to the
same guidance material (essentially unchanged from the JAA model),
for reasons I do not understand approval in one state does not mean
automatic approval elsewhere. However it has to be encouraging that
the Redbird has now gained approval in one EASA state and is well
into the process in several others.
The Rate One concept is to make the simulator available to anyone
after a simple course on its operation. Prices will be competitive, and
very low indeed in the less desirable slot times. From a regulatory
standpoint this does not sit well with the traditional model, where a
simulator is certified as a machine, and then approved in a separate
process as part of a defined course, usually offered by the ATO which
owns the simulator. It will be, shall we say, interesting to discover
how hard it is to navigate this obstacle course, and it is not impossible
that we will fail in the short term. However, since the EASA CBM
IR allows for simulator time outside an ATO, I have some confidence
of longer term success.
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A more constructive problem is how best to integrate the simulator
into an intensive IR course. There is some uncertainty as to the
maximum number of simulator hours that will be allowed in the
proposed 40 hour course, but 20 or more is certain. It would appear
arguable that the JAA interpretation of ICAO which has formed the
basis of the UK approved IR course for decades has been wrong: in
the existing 50 hour SEP course, 35 hours are allowable although few
if any schools use this maximum. The ICAO figure is 20 hours out
of 40 for an FNPT1, or 30 for a flight simulator, so the judgment
rests on the meaning of the word simulator. The advice to EASA is
that the Redbird is not an FNPT2 but a full flight simulator, and
given that as far as I know, there has never been another GA full flight
simulator, I hope to be able to take advantage of the higher limit.
Anyway I expect by now you are thinking of things with more
relevance to the real world like your bus ticket collection, and I am
sure you will be happy for me to follow up this argument on PPL/IR
Europe’s behalf.
It is also far from evident if aspiring IR pilots will pay for quality.
All of them say they want modern aircraft and a course that fits them
for the real IFR world, but in reality there is a tendency for people to
just go for the cheapest. Sometimes they do this even when common
sense tells them that the promised low price is just not compatible
with decent training and a first time pass. There is no doubt that a
glass cockpit and an autopilot makes IR flying simpler, it is also true
that from a passing the test perspective, total focus on the routes you
are likely to be tested on will yield the greatest short term certainty.
In a SEP the number of possible destinations is quite limited, so from
Gloucester for example you are unlikely to test anywhere other than
Cardiff, Gloucester or Coventry, with Bristol and Birmingham being
possible but unlikely. The number of possible airway sectors is
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absolutely minimal. With a good candidate who does their preparatory work well and arrives knowing their checks and the G1000,
I believe it will be possible to square the circle and give them a very
high expectation of a first time pass together with significant exposure
to real world situations.
I certainly don’t claim to have all the answers, but I am expecting
to have a significant external quality auditing process. We have started
to involve instructors and examiners with perhaps 30,000 total IR
training hours to their names in the development process, so we have
some expectation of eventual success. We also have in progress an
application for a new style ATO with some extensive high quality
training material (incorporating much of Vasa’s existing work). This
has been a substantial task and is ongoing—the intention is that this
material will also be made available to other schools at modest cost.
Overall the objective is not to be a large training school in our own
right but to develop a centre of excellence which trains a limited
number of IRs itself, but whose core function is to provide a focus
and structure to encourage PPL instrument training to happen as
widely and in as many ways as possible.
This short article is just intended to indicate that things are in
motion. Members will be kept posted as progress is made and, as part
of the next stage, if anyone is interested in sharing or in some way
helping financing a newish G1000 C182 then please get in touch. I
have come to the conclusion that even with its rather high fuel burn,
this is the best option, but I don’t think the usage will warrant sole
ownership. There would be a chance to move to a diesel retrofit at
some time in the future: I had some involvement years ago with the
SMA engine, which Cessna have upgraded, and next year are putting
out as original equipment in the 182. I believe this has real
potential as a capable but simple IFR machine.
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The Long Way to the IR

A marathon in a series of sprints (part two)
Roland Honel
Now I was ready to start the actual flight training. I mentioned in
the first part of this article that I wanted to do the flight training in
my own aeroplane and that my flight school agreed to this. However,
in Germany an aeroplane which is to be used in training needs to be
approved by the LBA to ensure that it complies with the regulations.
My aeroplane fulfils all requirements so I thought I was in good time
to start the formal approval process with the LBA six months before
the aeroplane was supposed to be used for training. I was flat wrong.
There are three different sections within the LBA, the way I understand it, which have to give their approval: one for an Individual
Maintenance Program; a check that my aeroplane was technically
okay to use for training; and the actual approval to use the aeroplane
for training purposes. These administrative acts, as I found out the
hard way, were to take nearly a year between them, and they had to
be done sequentially.
A short time later I heard from my maintenance shop that in some
other parts of Germany maintenance companies such as themselves
had been authorised by the respective local branches of the LBA to
approve maintenance programmes directly. A further okay by the
LBA would no longer be required. Hope glimmered, but the local
LBA branch for Bavaria had so far not been following the direction
given by their head office. I phoned the LBA Head Office on that
matter and the gentleman I finally spoke to was openly annoyed that
a certain branch was not following orders. He asked for some details
in order to follow up with the local guys, but needless to say I never
heard from the LBA again on that matter. Nor had the situation
regarding approval of maintenance programs changed by the time I
started the actual flight training.
There I had a perfectly equipped and maintained aeroplane and
could not use it. Not only had I additional and unnecessary cost, but
I had to rent the aeroplanes from the school. I would also have to,
after I passed the IR checkride, familiarise myself again with my own
aeroplane and avionics to fly with them proficiently under IFR.
I started flight training in early September and wanted to complete
this as quickly as reasonably possible. One needs to do a minimum
of 50 hours of block time (if a night flying qualification had already
been obtained) for a single engine IR before an application for a final
check flight can be made. This time is split into 25 individual sessions
lasting between 1:30 and 2:30 hours each. It does not sound much,
but one cannot do more than two sessions in a day as, in addition to
the actual flight time comes briefing time, preparations and wrapups. This equates to at least 13 days of flying and if one can only do
weekends or the weather doesn’t play ball or there is some private life
left, these 13 days might stretch quite a bit into the future.
I found initial IR training very intense, as one has to be highly
concentrated the whole time and monitor and interpret the instruments more or less without break as the usual slack times during a
“normal” flight are simply not there. You only fly to instrument
airfields nearby, in order to become familiar with their approaches
and departures since these are also fields that you might encounter
during your check flight. The flight time on the way is filled with
further exercises, eg steep turns, slow flight and stall exercises.
Instead of spreading the sessions over a longer period I went for a
block approach. I drove to Stuttgart, the location of the flight school,
and stayed for two or three days at a time in a hotel. That way I was
able to concentrate on the flight sessions and also had time to review
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and commit to memory the other stuff one is supposed to learn
during that time, eg briefings, checklists, procedures, speeds and
power settings etc. I usually did two sessions per flight day (three on
one occasion but I cannot recommend that). Doing it this way, it
took me about four weeks to complete all sessions including the
internal check flight with my instructor and the required check flight
with a second instructor. Those have to be passed in order to be
nominated to the LBA as “ready” for the official check flight with an
LBA nominated checker.
From the beginning I decided to do as many sessions as possible
in the flight simulator. My reasoning for this was to spend the maximum time available on training procedures rather than taxiing
around an international airport in a small aeroplane or waiting for a
take-off clearance while one airliner after the other lands or departs.
Also, a simulator has this nice feature called “flight freeze” which is
basically a pause button. This really helps especially during the early
training sessions if you need some additional time to set-up the
instruments, do a briefing or simply have questions for the instructor.
Such feature is as yet not available in actual aeroplanes.
The sim operated by the school emulates a Piper PA44 Seminole.
From a performance perspective there is not that much difference
between a PA44 and a PA28 (the aeroplane I would do the real world
flying in), but as I was doing a single engine IR I simply moved the
engine and prop levers in parallel. The sim has a complete cockpit
with all the avionics, buttons and levers including a Garmin GNS430
and an autopilot. The training focus is, however, on the standard
needle instruments. The outside view is generated by a projector but
apart from take-off and shortly before reaching the minimums one
sees nothing but grey as normally one flies in the clouds and has to
rely solely on instruments.
I liked flying in the sim as it behaved, bar the actual movements
of the aeroplane—it is not a full-motion sim—like the real thing and
gave me a good platform to quickly come to grips with the procedures. Flying the sim you have to pay a bit more attention to attitude,
heading and altitude because it is more sensitive to steering inputs
than an actual aeroplane and it will wander off more quickly,
requiring constant trimming and constant check of the instruments
to directly correct even minute discrepancies from the intended
figures. In the sim the instructor also plays the role of ATC and from
the first hour everything, including radio, is done as close to the real
world as possible.
The flight school operates a fleet of well maintained Piper 28A
(Archer II and III) and 28RT (Arrow), all similarly equipped to the
sim. I had never flown a Piper before, having graduated from Cessnas
via Mooneys to my Trinidad, so I also had to familiarise myself with
the aeroplanes first by reading the handbooks, memorising speeds and
power settings as well as the emergency procedures. The first training
flights were also the check outs to fly them solo. All the aeroplanes I
had flown so far had electric flaps. The Pipers have a long handle on
the bottom of the cockpit one has to pull-up or release manually in
order to move the flaps. I didn’t find this lever overly easy to reach
and quite often when I reached down I had unintentionally moved
the yoke at the same time, slightly changing attitude, altitude, heading or any combination thereof. As some of the manoeuvres one has
to fly only allow for rather small deviations, sometimes as little as 50
ft of altitude, I really had to focus when using the flaps.
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As said before, this particular school normally trains ATPL
candidates, so a lot of emphasis is placed on proper procedures, briefings and call outs etc. The instructor I did all sim sessions and most
of the real world flying with was a former Airbus 320 pilot, now
turned full-time professional instructor, who was very methodical in
this and focussed me to always go through the same sequence in
setting up the instruments so as to not overlook anything, and use
the same format for the briefings of an approach or a departure etc.
Whilst initially that was a bit cumbersome, as it was a lot to remember, it quickly helped to bring a certain flow into organising the
cockpit. Also, he took notes during the sessions and after every flight
we sat down for a debriefing, going over the things that went well
and him giving hints and tips on the things I could do either in a
different way or improve upon (down to how to organise all those
charts one needs to have at hand). He also put all that into grade
sheets for every flight so that I could read up on his comments and
prepare/focus for the next flight. All real world flying, by the way,
was almost completely done using a view limiting device, commonly
known as a hood.
The second instructor I flew with was also very experienced but
did flight training only on weekends outside his non-flying day job.
With him I did one day of flying and the second internal check flight
before I went for the LBA check. He was a bit more relaxed on the
form of briefings etc, being of the opinion that not everything can/
should be transferred from an airline cockpit into a SEP as the workload is different. He also gave some very helpful tips on real world
flying—eg when holding over an NDB to tune the inbound course
of the hold into the GPS and have this displayed as a magenta line.
“It provides you with an additional instrument to check your position
against and if the examiner from the LBA would like you to fly the
hold without the GPS support he will tell you so.” He also gave me
a rather neat sheet with all the formulas for wind correction in a hold,
rate of descent etc, all on one page.
Flight training was an intense time, but also a lot of fun. After I
completed the second internal check flight on a Sunday, things started
to move rather quickly. I sent an email to the school on Monday
morning with the paperwork required to apply for the official check
flight with an LBA appointed examiner. They passed the papers on
to the LBA and to my surprise I got a phone call from them on the
afternoon of the very same day with the contact details of my examiner. I phoned the examiner and we exchanged some initial details
and days when we would both be available for the check. He told me
that he would call me back within a few days as he also had other
candidates for checks in Stuttgart and would coordinate those so all
the checks could be done on one day so he would not have to travel
several times. On Saturday afternoon he called again asking whether
I could do the check flight the next day (“absolutely”) and instructed
me to prepare a flight with departure and destination both being
Stuttgart, two approaches there, a hold over a nearby VOR and some
airwork in between. The flight planning had to be complete, ie with
weight and balance, fuel calculation with all reserves and flight to an
alternate, weather and NOTAM check, all charts at hand, filed flight
plan etc.
The examiners used by the LBA are in some cases LBA employees
but the majority of them are specially qualified flight instructors who
are hired on a case-by-case basis. Mine was a surgeon by training who
split his time between the operating theatre and the cockpit, mainly
flying business jets and having acquired 15,000 hours along the way.
The examiner lived on the way from my hometown to Stuttgart so I
offered him a lift. I was thinking of saving some fuel for him, it only
later dawned on me that I was actually saving some money for me as
well as not only would I have to pay the LBA fee for the check flight
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but also his travelling expenses. During the drive he already checked
my preparation, so I just got the latest weather in Stuttgart and, while
he did the check ride with another candidate, I pre-flighted the aeroplane and was good to go.
Once the examiner returned from his previous flight we got into
the aeroplane and I received a final briefing (“I presume that you have
been taught and know all that is necessary. You don’t have to be
perfect; stay within the limits, fly safely and you will pass.”)
The flight took place in a relaxed atmosphere, but everything was
done by the book and had to be done within the limits, so the hood
came on as soon as we were vectored away from the standard departure and it stayed on until the airwork exercises, the hold and the first
approach with a following go-around were completed. He did not
expect absolute precision at all times but deviations had to be noticed
early and corrected (“slightly high—correcting.”) During the flight I
had to answer a few “what would you do, if…” questions, mainly
around which instruments to use in case of failures of the main instruments. I also got a few helpful hints on how to negotiate with
ATC. While we were being vectored to the second approach it finally
happened: for the first time ever outside the sim I flew through a
cloud. During all my previous training flights the clouds had been
so high that we never reached them.
The second approach was a non-precision VOR-DME approach.
At the request of ATC we flew this as a high speed approach followed
by a long landing so as not to hinder the airliner behind us. What
followed was parking the aeroplane and a debriefing of the flight with
some further hints on where I could do things differently followed
by congratulations on passing the check ride. It may sound strange
but I enjoyed my exam day, even more so after the positive result.
Okay, now I that I passed all exams and check rides which had
been thrown at me, did I finally have my IR? Of course not. There is
another administrative deed to be done which in my case took a
further three weeks. Firstly, one has to apply to the LBA to issue a
new licence. Secondly, the examiner has to send his paperwork to the
LBA, confirming that the check ride had been passed. Once these
documents are safely with the LBA they will write to the local
authorities which administer the PPLs to forward one’s file to them
as they are now taking over the further administration of the IR
qualified pilot. If and when the file is finally with them they will issue
the new licence and forward it to the proud holder so one can now
exercise the newly acquired rights.
At this point a little summary of what it cost me by way of cash
and time to achieve the IR seems to be in order:
• 200 hours of preparation at home for the various theory exams.
This includes reading through the coursework, preparing my own
scripts, working with the Q&A database, and taking the interim
exams for the individual subjects
• Seven full-day trips to Stuttgart to attend the classroom training
• One full-day trip to Stuttgart for the mock final theory exam
• A day-and-a-half trip to Braunschweig for the final theory exam
• 14 days over six trips to Stuttgart for the flight training
• One full-day trip to Stuttgart for the final check ride
• A number just shy of €20,000 total cost. This figure includes
everything I had to spend money on, ie distance learning course,
classroom training, aeroplane charter, instructors, sim, fees for
exams, ATC and landings, hotels and a host of smaller items
Was it worth the effort?
Yes, although it took me nearly ten years from the initial “I want to
do this” until I finally had the IR completed. Doing the IR was a
rather intense time but also brought a lot of fun. I loved the challenge
of it as only so few PPLs complete an IR (there are no exact numbers
available, but the number of PPLs in Germany who also hold an IR
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is somewhere between one and four percent), but that was not the
main reason. An IR brings a different quality to flying, offers more
options and flexibility to fly safely and also gets me better use out of
my aeroplane. On the other hand, currently I have a “licence to learn
more” as the IR training and exams do not focus too much on what
one needs to know in day-to-day flying. Especially understanding
and interpreting weather data in relation to a smaller aeroplane could
be much improved, in my view.
I did not spread word too widely among my flying buddies that I
was doing an IR until I had it completed. The looks I got once I told
them were ranging from awe to compassion as I obviously just confessed to being a person with even stronger masochistic tendencies
than the rest of the private pilot community. To my surprise I got
very few questions on the details of the IR. It seems to be very much
ingrained in the pilot community that it is near impossible to achieve,
so people are not keen on details.
Well, others and myself did it, so it is achievable even in the present
form, but I must admit that one has to make some sacrifices to get
there. I had to engineer my work and private life around the IR for
a time. Within my normal work schedule I wouldn’t have been able
to find the time.
What would I do differently?
Not a lot really, as I organised my “journey to the IR” in a way which
suited me well within the existing limitations. I did it in line with
my personal preferences, eg learning style. I would have loved to do
the flight training in my own aeroplane but that was not to be. One
thing I would do is to ensure that all flight training is done in one
aircraft only to become really familiar with it. PA28s are similar aeroplanes but the RT has a retractable gear and a constant speed prop,
requiring different procedures and power settings. The PA28 II and
III are more similar from a performance perspective, but in the III
some switches are in an overhead panel, so one starts to search for
switches in the wrong place. Further, the locations of the avionics
and indicators were different. These are unnecessary distractions
while one should focus on other things. Oh, and some real world
flying in actual IMC during training would have been nice.
What are your recommendations to someone considering an IR?
The formal criteria before one can start an IR are well documented
and can be obtained from the webpages of pretty much every school
offering such training, so I will concentrate on describing the more
informal aspects:
Motivation—are you sufficiently motivated to see this through to
the end? Distance learning is not everybody’s cup of tea and requires
a high level of self-motivation, discipline and persistence to stay on
the ball.
Time—do you really have enough time to do it and is your family
and/or significant other supportive to give up on your company for
an extended period of time towards something they might not be as
keen on as you are? Getting an IR is a long term project. You might
have wondered why I wrote so much about my personal situation at
the beginning of part one of this article which seemingly hadn’t a lot
do with the IR. The answer is rather simple: if your family doesn’t
support you through this time, think twice about whether you really,
really want to do it.
Preparing for an IR doesn’t only take a lot of time out of your
personal schedule, it also has a very direct impact on your availability
for a lot of other people, chiefly among them family and friends. If
my wife (an experienced co-pilot with 50+ hours and already the PIC
of the family) and our daughter (seven years of age) hadn’t been as
supportive and understanding for all the times I had been away or
had my nose in some books, I couldn’t and wouldn’t have been able
to do it.
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How do I find the right school?
There’s not one school to fit everybody’s needs. Decide on what is
important to you and find a school which can best fulfil your requirements. I outlined some of my personal criteria in the previous
text above; yours might vary. Personally, I found it more worthwhile
to select a school which was a bit more expensive and required more
travel but in return was very professional and highly flexible in order
to support my schedule rather than requesting the customer to be
flexible for the school.
Which IR should I do?
The options I currently see are as follows: a JAR-FCL IR as of present;
the future EASA IR; or a US IR with maybe a later conversion to
EASA.
There are so many variables in this that I cannot give a firm
recommendation as it depends on personal circumstances. I own a
D-registered aeroplane so going the US route with a conversion under
the present regulations was not an option—one basically has to do
the JAR FCL theory exam during the conversion process—so why
not do it directly? Reregistering my aeroplane in the US is also not
an option as, in my view, the future of N-registered aircraft in EASAland is uncertain.
The future EASA IR and the conversion regulations from a US IR
look promising, but they are not yet available and nobody can
currently say with certainty when they will come and in which form.
My understanding of the current state of the discussion is that the
theory content of the IR is supposed to be reduced by as much as
50%, the currently mandatory classroom training is pretty much no
longer required, and that one is generally allowed to use a private
aeroplane for the actual flight training. The conversion of a US-based
IR into an EASA one is also to be made much easier. All steps in the
right direction to make an IR more easily achievable for private pilots
without any sacrifices in safety. However, these options are not there
yet. Depending on personal circumstances it might be worth waiting
for them if an IR can otherwise not be achieved. But again, currently
nobody can say with certainty how long such a wait might be.
I have not touched on one IR subject yet, as I had already completed this some years ago: IFR communications. An exemption from
the LBA exam will be granted if an IFR radio telephony licence
(“AZF” in Germany) has already been obtained. I would strongly
suggest taking this subject separately via some specialised course/
instructor. One course I can highly recommend is via www.ellenkaag.de where I did my VFR and IFR radiotelephony licences. Ellen
is a former air traffic controller, holds an ATPL (a rather rare combination) and is a bit of a drill instructor once she is in the classroom.
However, she prepares candidates with a course spanning over two
weekends for the written and oral exams and has high success rates.
The licence obtained will be valid for life and will also be required
for the future EASA IR. Visiting such or a similar course could give
some initial taste on IR procedures, might whet the appetite for more
and could also help in the decision process on which IR route to go.
When I started this article I wondered what I should do: some
kind of personal story “How I came by my IR” or some rather
technical write-up. As you have just read, I went for the first option.
However, for anyone who would prefer a version containing just a
summary of the important points, please read through the text and
pick out the ones important to you, yourself. This is not because I’m
too lazy to highlight what I deem to be important, but such exercise
is an excellent preparation if you are considering to study for an IR
via distance learning!
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SkyDemon goes IFR!
Timothy Nathan

The best thing about how quick it is to flick between the two views
is that it allows for the situation so common to the PPL/IR member,
and set to become more so with the EIR, of starting and/or ending a
flight at a VFR airfield, but joining and leaving Airways enroute.
Using current methods, you have to have your route set up in both
Jepp FD and a VFR app, and to switch between them, but now
SkyDemon gives us all the functionality in one package.
The new features are currently being beta tested by PPL/IR
members, and so will not be there if you buy the product today, but
the beta programme usually has a fairly short cycle, so it may well be
out by the time you read this in the magazine.
The route recognises airways designators, so you can just copy in
an IFR FPL and it will chart it, which is neat, and surprisingly good
in a first beta release.
There is a nice climb/descent planner. It’s really easy to use: you
just open it, tell it where you’d like to be and at what altitude, and it
then guides you by presenting your target and current FPM next to
each other with a sliding needle too.
SkyDemon also has embedded weather and NOTAMs, and
displays wind and weather graphically.
There are some things which the program won’t do in the first
release:

My cards are on the table from the start. I have no financial or
business interest in SkyDemon, I am only a super-satisfied customer,
but I do have to say that it is one of the three most exciting and
beneficial things to happen to GA for the last ten years (the other
two being UL91 and the forthcoming EASA IR and EIR).
And SkyDemon just got much, much better for PPL/IR members,
because it is beginning to support serious IFR Airways operation. It
has long been possible to use it to download relevant IFR procedures
—SIDs, STARs and Approaches—from the national AIPs, but, as of
the version currently in beta test, it now supports a second map
mode.
That map mode is deliberately not called “IFR”, but is called “ATS
Routes”. The only essential difference between “ATS Routes” and
“VFR” is that airways are represented by their centreline, rather than
edges, but, equally importantly, the two settings allow the user to set
up the map in two different ways.
For example, my personal preference is not to see topographical
features in an Airways chart, so in the “ATS Routes” setting that is
set to off, whereas, obviously, I have it set to on in the VFR
presentation.
Thus one ends up with two views which can be flicked between.
In my case they are as shown in the following two illustrations, but
each user can have his or her own preferences.
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• Jepp FD presents Jeppesen plates, with all the benefits of
standardisation, and it has all the plates embedded in the
application (SkyDemon makes you download the plates you want
before flight) and they give RVR minima (the AIP plates in
SkyDemon do not) but Jepp FD has no VFR functionality,
though some measure of VFR charting is expected to be
introduced. Jepp FD is also markedly more expensive than
SkyDemon, and will remain so even if PPL/IR Europe is
successful in negotiating their prices down for members.
I think what is so telling is that SkyDemon in its first beta is highly
competitive with Jepp FD it its second major version. I have no doubt
that SD will surge ahead of Jeppesen, despite (possibly because of )
the massive difference in the resources available. SD as a company is
as responsive to its customers as Jepp is dismissive of theirs (I cannot
speak of RocketRoute, as I have no experience of them, but people
also speak well of them).
So, in summary, if you only ever fly IFR, then, for the moment,
RocketRoute’s route generation, validation and filing puts them
ahead of the game, but if you are only willing to use Jepp plates and
are made of money, Jepp FD is the answer.
But if you fly both VFR and IFR, and expect SkyDemon to
continue to develop at the rate we have seen over the last couple of
years, then there is no question that SD is the one to go for.

• It doesn’t allow routes to be edited
• It doesn’t recognise SIDs and STARs and embed them in the
route
• It doesn’t allow for filing IFR plans and for the messages which
ensue
• It doesn’t do auto route generation and validation
However, it’s early days and no doubt beta testers and early adopters
will be pointing these issues out to them (as I already have);
SkyDemon is an incredibly responsive company, and there is little
doubt that they will introduce features for which there is a demand.
Incidentally, in another bit of news, SkyDemon have recently
announced that they are hoping to release an Android version of the
product, to complement the iPad, Windows and Mac versions. The
Android version is in prototype, and if anything drastic comes out
they may decide not to release, but so far so good and members can
look forward to putting it on their Nexus or Galaxy before too long,
thus saving even more money over an iPad.
So, now we have this powerful product, it seems obvious to
compare it to other, somewhat similar, offerings: RocketRoute and
Jeppesen FD.
They each have their benefits and disadvantages.
• RocketRoute does do route generation and FPL planning, but it
is not at all good for VFR.

Instrument Pilot
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Compiled by Klaas Wagenaar
New app helps decipher FAA acronyms
North Star Group has released a free FAA Acronyms Mobile App,
which includes a searchable list of many of the commonly used
acronyms used by the FAA and the aviation industry.
The app, downloadable for iOS and Android mobile devices
including iPhones, iPads, and Android hand-held and tablet mobile
devices, allows users to search an extensive list of commonly used
FAA acronyms for their definitions. A special feature of the app’s
service allows users to submit FAA or aviation industry related
acronyms to NSG, which can be added to the app’s acronym list.
This enables the Free FAA Acronyms App to be a living app updated
consistently by NSG and users alike, company officials said.
To download the NSG Free FAA Acronyms App, go to
NorthStarGroupllc.com and click the red “Free Download Mobile
App” button.

U2 flight documentary and declassified handbook

Parade of intoxicated people on aircraft
The first week of 2013 has left multiple reports involving drunken,
violently disruptive passengers on airliners, plus one non-violent but
legally drunk American Eagle pilot. Witnesses reportedly smelled
alcohol on the pilot’s breath prior to the 6:10am flight. Police arrived
and, according to an airport spokesman, the pilot failed a breath test.
American Eagle has removed the pilot from line work while it
investigates the incident. And several alcohol-related events involving
passengers led to diverted flights. They included two women who
reportedly demanded to meet their flight’s captain and a man who
was ultimately duct-taped to his seat by other passengers. Earlier that
week, a British Airways flight out of London for Tunis diverted to
Lyon after two apparently intoxicated women reportedly swore at
children, smoked in the lavatory, threatened a flight attendant and
demanded to meet the flight’s captain. The women were taken into
custody by police in Lyon.

Gary Sinise plans to donate to charity all proceeds from his new
DVD, “High Flight”—a newly released documentary that follows
his flight in a Lockheed U2 Dragon Lady and comes fresh on the
heels of the CIA’s release of that aircraft’s “Utility Flight Handbook.”
The CIA last week declassified the Lockheed’s 1959 flight handbook,
a 259-page booklet adorned with cartoons of an anthropomorphised
aircraft dealing with the loss of its vertical tail, complex camera
operations and more. Sinise was able to wrangle a flight in the aircraft,
making him one of perhaps less than 1,000 people to have done so.
Fuel projects move slowly forward
While the EPA continues gathering data on lead emissions toward a
2017 deadline on tighter air pollution standards, development to find
a 100LL substitute continues apace, although no clear winner is in
sight. Meanwhile the FAA has initially funded a new fuels programme
oversight office called AIR-20 whose job is to set up certification and
testing standards for candidate fuels. AIR-20’s work will be funded
by a combination of government funds and contributions from
private industry. AIR-20 is an outgrowth of the FAA Unleaded Avgas
Transition rules committee (UAT-ARC) that completed its final
report in mid-2012 with a long list of steps and requirements that
any potential replacement fuel will have to meet. The UAT-ARC
envisioned an 11-year maximum timeline to consider all of the
potential fuel candidates, but judging by its budget estimates, most
of the fuels work will be done in half that time. How many candidate
fuels are there? At this juncture, three are plainly visible: Swift LLC’s
Swift Fuel, General Aviation Modification Inc’s G100UL and an
additive-based fuel from ASL, the same company that developed a
popular oil additive called CamGuard. Sources in the industry say
the major oil companies may be developing their own fuel candidates,
but none of these have been made public yet. Chevron was recently
granted a patent for an aviation fuel of at least 98 octane based on an
aviation alkylate and xylene blend, but that fuel doesn’t appear to
have entered the approval process and we don’t know if Chevron
plans to submit it.
Mogas could play a minor role in the fuel transition, although it
won’t be a candidate fuel for a formal 100LL replacement. While
there’s some demand for mogas, supplies of non-ethanol premium
suitable for aviation use remain problematical due to the flood of
ethanol looking for gasoline to blend with.

Photo: Andy Ellwood

Also in the first week of the new year, passengers on an Icelandair
flight out of Reykjavik for JFK elected to duct-tape and zip-tie a man
to a seat rather than suffer his unconstrained company. Before fellow
passengers took action the man reportedly attacked a woman and
screamed that the plane would crash. He remained bound and gagged
for the remainder of the flight, which continued to its original
destination. According to a fellow passenger, the man had consumed
liquor while on the flight. Upon landing the man was arrested by
police, and a Port Authority spokesman later confirmed that he had
been taken to hospital. No charges were filed.
96/2013
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Swift Fuels has been grinding away at the 100LL replacement
problem since 2008, when it initially announced a non-petroleumbased replacement that could be manufactured from biomass. The
company’s research continues; it has found two candidate organisations to fly a long-term fleet test using a Cessna 172. Swift is
seeking an STC to burn Swift Fuel in Lycoming-powered Cessna 172
R and S models. But unlike GAMI, Swift doesn’t plan to provide the
STCs to end users, but merely use them to gather data for the
required long-term fleet tests of its fuel. Moreover, Swift’s STC will
be predicated on an approved ASTM fuel specification. Swift Fuel is
a binary chemical material consisting of mesitylene—also known a
trimethylbenzene—and isopentane. The fuel is catalyzed from an
acetone feedstock. While acetone can be derived from bio sources,
Swift’s work has concentrated on the catalytic process forward, not
on producing the acetone itself. Swift’s business model has been to
sell the technology to manufacturers interested in producing the fuel
under license, but their chief operating officer says it doesn’t rule out
Swift also producing fuel itself. Initial FAA tests showed that Swift
Fuel has a similar octane rating to 100LL, although with somewhat
higher heat content. It’s also about ten percent heavier than avgas.
While Swift pursues that path, GAMI has staked out a different
route to an approved fuel. From day one when G100UL emerged in
early 2010, GAMI sought a wide-application STC for use of its fuel,
not an extended FAA approval process. Although the FAA initially
strongly discouraged this approach, GAMI has persisted and after
months of testing, is close to an approved STC for Cirrus models.

Metropolitan Police begins anti-laser campaign
The Metropolitan Police have published a number of photographs
of its aircraft being targeted by blue lasers, in a bid to deter people
from shining these potentially dangerous lights.
Tweeting from their account @MPSHelicopters they state “We are
continually asked about the effects of a laser attack on the aircraft.”
Here’s an example:

The images were released amid mounting concern over the number
of attacks on aircraft flying over the capital and officers warned of a
new crackdown. According to reports, The Met’s helicopters have
been fitted with equipment, including night vision, which can
identify exactly where lasers are being fired from. Another tweet
explained, “Using the camera/map we can pinpoint the exact location
of the suspect and send units in to arrest.”
There are two main offences covered by the Air Navigation Order
in relation to this: Article 137—Endangering an aircraft and Article
222—Shining a light at an aircraft.
The Met said in 2010 there were 145 reported incidents. In 2012
the number rose to 252.
The police explained that they are not the only victims; aeroplanes
at UK airports have also been targeted in the past. In August several
aircraft operating into Gatwick, Liverpool and East Midlands airports
were illuminated with a strong laser by persons on the ground whilst
flying visual approaches.
According to the British Airline Pilots Association, a laser illumination event can result in temporary vision loss associated with flash
blindness (a visual interference that persists after the source of
illumination has been removed), after-image (a transient image left
in the visual field after exposure to a bright light) and with glare
(obscuration of an object in a person’s field of vision due to a bright
light source located near the same line of sight), stating “the potential
for an accident definitely exists.”

The FAA and some manufacturers have voiced concerns that a higharomatic fuel like G100UL (and Swift Fuel) could cause seal or o-ring
damage in aircraft fuel systems, but GAMI says it has been
conducting tests for almost three years and has found no evidence of
this. The FAA has accepted initial compatibility tests done by Cirrus
in composite fuel tanks. In support of the large volume required to
complete the block test, GAMI has commitments from a refiner and
a transportation company to provide a 10,000-gallon batch. And how
about cost? GAMI envisions granting non-discriminatory licenses to
refiners interested in manufacturing G100UL for a price which will
be somewhere between 50 cents and a dollar more per gallon than
avgas, delivered. Once the Cirrus STC is approved, GAMI will seek
a wider approval for more models under an approved model list
approach. The FAA has agreed to this in principle, if not in detail.
While Swift and GAMI pursue approvals for their fuels over the next
two to three years, another company, ASL, is following a different
path. Rather than a blended fuel, ASL is researching a drop-in, direct
replacement for tetraethyl lead that will yield 100-plus motor octane.
So far, so good, but the problem isn’t octane, it’s cost.
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GA accidents fall slightly in 2011
According to just-released statistics from the National Transportation
Safety Board, there was a slight drop in general aviation fatalities in
2011. The total number of deaths in aviation increased from 476 to
494 in 2011, with about 90% involving fatalities in general aviation,
according to NTSB officials. Although general aviation fatalities
account for the majority (444) within aviation for 2011, this number
decreased by ten from the previous year. In 2011 air taxi fatalities
rose from 17 in 2010 to 41. Transportation fatalities in all categories
declined in 2011 by approximately two percent, according to the
preliminary figures. The data indicate that overall transportation
fatalities decreased from 35,043 in 2010 to 34,434 in 2011. There
were no airline fatalities in 2011.
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Euro safety concerns pose IMC questions
EASA and the European Union have identified their top five safety
concerns for general aviation in a roadmap for regulation of general
aviation which raises more questions than it answers. Addressing their
concerns would not seem to be a matter of regulation, and in some
cases EASA’s rulemaking could be seen as reducing safety, particularly
in the case of flight in bad visibility. The top five concerns are:
1 Loss of control in visual meteorological conditions. These are
basic handling issues, typically stall/spin accidents.
2 Controlled flight into terrain, typically a non-instrument rated
pilot scud-running in worsening weather ending with hitting the
ground or an obstacle.
3 Low altitude aerobatics or buzzing.
4 Loss of control in instrument metrological conditions—often
similar to the poor weather accidents in item two above except
that to avoid CFIT the pilot elected to climb into cloud where
he lost control.
5 Forced landings due to pilot error, most often caused by running
out of fuel.

training is the key.” EASA accepts that in many cases, such as lowlevel aerobatics or “buzzing”, a pilot’s actions are already illegal and
new regulation will do nothing to improve safety. The document
containing the five points, however, is said to be laying the foundations for the way GA is regulated in future.
Garmin rolls out new navcomms
With glass everything the rule rather than exception, the lowly
navcomm hasn’t seen much market push lately, but Garmin changed
this in January with a series of new VHF navcomms. The GTR and
GNC series will replace the aging but still popular SL30 and SL40
radios which were developed more than a decade ago by the then
UPSAT. Garmin bought that company and its product line in 2003.
Although the SL series had digital and frequency storage and
monitoring features that buyers liked, the GTR and GNC products
offer features not seen thus far in navcomms. The GNC is the followon for the SL30 navcomm while the GTR is a comm-only radio,
addressing the same market space as the SL40. Like modern glass
suites, Garmin’s new radios will have displayed frequency databases—
meaning pilots can find frequencies associated with named airports
or navaids—and there’s also a reverse lookup feature. Data such as
nearest control tower, terminal radar or centre can also be accessed
and as with the SL series, one frequency can be monitored while
another is in use. The radios will store the 20 most recently used
frequencies, plus up to 15 of the most used frequencies, such as the
home tower, ground and radar frequencies.
For the upgrade market, both series will include a built-in voiceactivated intercom and the GNC series will drive displays including
Garmin’s G500, G600, G500H and the G3X, which is popular in
experimental and LSA aircraft. The GNC will also drive the Bendix/
King KI208, one of the most popular indicators in the fleet. However,
the new radios are not pin-compatible with the SL product line and
will require new installation kits and hardware.
The transmitters also pack more RF punch than the SL series did.
Both are available with ten- or 16-watt transmit power, compared to
eight watts for the SL series. The radios meet the 8.33 kHz channel
spacing requirement just put in place by the European Union.

IAOPA is concerned at how EASA reconciles its list with its actions,
notably on instrument flying qualifications. The United Kingdom is
fighting to retain its Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC)
rating, which has saved hundreds of lives over the last 45 years and is
seen as being partly responsible for the UK’s exceptional GA safety
record. It successfully addresses concerns two and four with a training
course of a minimum of 15 hours which teaches the low-time pilot
to maintain control in IMC and to return an aircraft to the ground
safely using whatever aids are available. From 2014, EASA intends
that no further IMC ratings can be issued, although the UK CAA is
still fighting to retain the rating, given Britain’s capricious and unpredictable weather.
IAOPA Senior Vice President Martin Robinson has raised concerns about the data on which the EU/EASA list is based, particularly
with regard to stall/spin accidents. Spin training was abandoned on
the introduction of JAR-FCL because it caused too many accidents.
The current PPL syllabus allows for spins and spin recovery to be
demonstrated by the instructor in a suitable aircraft. However, under
JAR-FCL the emphasis was placed on stall/spin avoidance. Martin
Robinson believes the number of accidents attributed to stall/spin
where no amount of stall/spin recovery training would make any
difference has not been properly taken into consideration. A recent
UK analysis of stall/spin included several such incidents. Martin says:
“In one, an overloaded aircraft taking off from a short runway clipped
a tree, stalled and spun in. In others, aircraft stalled by getting too
slow on the turn from base leg to final approach and spun in from
around 300 feet. Mandating spin recovery training in response to
these accidents is pointless; the current recognition and avoidance
96/2013

Rocket-powered hypersonic “SpaceLiner” project
The German Aerospace Center’s Institute of Space Systems is researching a “SpaceLiner” that it hopes to, by 2050, send 50 passengers
from Europe to Australia in 90 minutes, flying at 24 Mach, project
coordinator Martin Sippel told TechNewsDaily. The design is
expected to evolve but currently includes a rocket booster that would
separate from the passenger-carrying vehicle, which would cruise at
an altitude of about 50 miles. According to Sippel, the concept would
share similarities with the Space Shuttle because it relies on proven
rocket technology and would see the vehicle glide back to earth for
landing. He expects that technological advances could lure private
investors to the project within the next decade. There are, of course,
very large hurdles to overcome.
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SpaceLiner planners currently hope to use a liquid oxygen and
hydrogen rocket fuel, leaving water vapour as exhaust. They predict
that advances in materials could be combined with new cooling
technologies and heat shielding to safeguard the vehicle’s structures
against the intense heat of hypersonic flight. Current studies and
other projects are expected to yield information useful to the project.
They include a European Union-funded international effort, called
the Future High-Altitude High-Speed Transport 20XX (FAST20XX)
project, and Project ALPHA, an Aerospace Innovation GmbH effort
to launch a space plane from an Airbus A330, in flight. Even if
successful, the technology may not be immediately practical. The
vehicle is expected to require an isolated launch site and careful route
planning to keep sonic booms from negatively affecting populated
centres.

suitable octane. The underlying idea behind ADI is to use a water/
methanol mix to cool the combustion event and slow the propagation
of the flame front, which tends to accelerate when the fuel/air mixture
encounters the hot surfaces of cylinder walls, valves and pistons. This
leads to instant, explosive ignition that we know as detonation. Even
high-octane fuels will detonate if the cylinders get hot enough, but
octane serves to yield a more orderly flame front and thus provides
detonation margin.

Say goodbye to flimsy air sickness bags

Although water alone is an effective anti-detonation agent, early
research revealed that a methanol/water blend (about 60/40) is more
effective and the methanol actually adds a little energy to the
combustion process. It also serves as anti-freeze, protecting the ADI
reservoir from freezing down to about minus 40 degrees C. Traditionally, ADI injects the fluid not directly into the cylinders but into the
induction manifold downstream of the carburettor or fuel injection
throttle valve. The original STCs covered the IO-470 and IO-520
families and four airframes, the Cessna 188 and 210 and Beechcraft
55 and 58 Barons. Although the existing engine STCs approve the
engines, Air Plains will need to seek additional airframe approvals to
expand the market. So far, only non-turbocharged engines are
approved, but turbocharged engines are on the to-do list. The system
consists of a baggage-compartment-mounted tank—5.5 gallons for
singles and 11 gallons for twins—plus two pumps, a main and a
backup pump. The injection point is through an add-on plate
downstream of the throttle body. The ADI is controlled by a TPCU
or temperature and pressure monitoring unit. The system is set up
to inject when either of two parameters are met: 25 inches or more
of manifold pressure or CHTs of 400 degrees F or more. The system
is essentially automatic, switching on when the ADI parameters are
met, but it can also be switched on or off manually by the pilot. The
backup pump is operated from a separate electrical bus. There are
also low fluid warning lights. Fluid flow is either on or off, with no
modulation and consumption is one gallon per ten minutes of
operation, or about six GPH. However, injection typically wouldn’t
be used in cruise flight or even high-altitude climb in normally
aspirated engines. The fluid blend is 60 percent methanol, 39 percent
water and one percent soluble oil to keep the system lubricated.
Weight of the system is estimated to be about 42 pounds for a singleengine airplane, including a full tank of fluid. As of early 2013, Air
Plains said a single-engine ADI system would be priced at about
$9,000 and a twin around $11,000.

Sporty’s has introduced a 21st century barf bag for general aviation
pilots and their passengers. Chuk-it is constructed of thick plastic
with heat-sealed seams. It is extra large and can be used with only
one hand thanks to Chuk-it’s stay-open top, according to Sporty’s
officials. Once used, Chuk-it’s zipper top seals securely ensuring no
spills or smell in the cockpit. Not only is Chuk-it spill resistant, it
won’t explode at altitude either, officials said. Chuk-it’s gusseted
bottom allows it to stand upright until you can dispose of it. “It’s not
a glamorous product, but it’s one that has evolved over the years from
the old-style paper bags now to the state-of-the-art Chuk-it,” says
Sporty’s. “Having some Chuk-its on board is a great insurance policy.
Chuk-its contains the mess rather than creating an even bigger mess.”
The return of anti-detonation water injection
The only reason leaded avgas still exists is to deliver high octane
cheaply and the only reason for octane is to prevent detonation in
high-power, high-compression engines. But octane isn’t the only way
to quench detonation, something engineers have known for years.
Injecting a water-methanol spray into the combustion chamber—socalled anti-detonation or anti-detonant injection (ADI)—was once
a common technique for military aircraft when octane wasn’t
available or when aircraft designers wanted excess power in bursts,
even when burning high-octane fuel. It was also used in civil transport
applications. Air Plains has in mind systems that would allow highhorsepower engines to operate safely on either 9lUL or mogas of
Instrument Pilot
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Stratos team updates mission numbers
In February the Red Bull Stratos team released its final analysis of the
data collected from Felix Baumgartner’s supersonic freefall last
October. Baumgartner, the team said, experienced 25.2 seconds of
weightlessness during his free fall, and reached a speed of Mach 1.25,
or 843.6 mph, even faster than originally estimated. His jump
altitude was revised slightly, down to 127,852.4 feet from the
previous estimate of 128,100 feet. His heartbeat reached a maximum
of 185 beats per minute when he exited the capsule, and ranged from
155 to 175 beats per minute during freefall. The data was reviewed
last month by a team that included NASA astronauts, US Air Force
officers and representatives from commercial aerospace companies.

Currently the “sterile cockpit rule,” enacted in 1981, prohibits crew
members from performing any non-essential duties or activities—
including the use of personal electronic devices—while the aircraft
is involved in taxi, takeoff, landing or any other flight operations
conducted below 10,000 feet MSL, except cruise flight. According
to the FAA, the new proposed rule is intended “to ensure that certain
non-essential activities do not contribute to the challenge of task
management on the flight deck and do not contribute to a loss of
situational awareness due to attention to non-essential activities.”
Jeppesen launches FliteDeck for mobile devices
Jeppesen is offering route planning capabilities that can be transferred
between mobile devices and installed avionics, with the aim of
improving data access for general aviation pilots.
According to the company, the new route planning option synchronises smart-enabled devices with certified panel-mount avionics
through the Aspen Avionics Connected Panel communication network. Jeppesen route planning data created with Jeppesen Mobile
FliteDeck on iPad is then transmitted for review through Aspen
Avionics MFD 500 or 1000 units.

Baumgartner described the freefall sensation as he accelerated to
and through the sound barrier: “It feels like you are floating into
space, and then you pick up speed very fast—but you don’t feel the
air because the air density is so low. For almost 35 seconds I couldn’t
sense the air around me because basically there was none. That kind
of helpless feeling is annoying as a professional skydiver. And then
when you finally enter a thicker air layer you have to keep yourself
completely symmetrical because otherwise you start spinning, which
is what happened to me.” The G meter on his wrist never reached
the six continuous seconds at 3.5 G that would have triggered
deployment of his stabilization chute.
FAA to pilots: no personal devices
Pilots in Part 121 operations should not be using personal electronic
devices or laptop computers in the cockpit at any time, the FAA said
in a proposed new rule published in January. The rule, which complies with legislation passed last year, was prompted by an incident
in 2009 when two pilots flew 150 miles past their destination while
using their laptops. The rule allows for use of laptops and other
devices only if the purpose is directly related to operation of the
aircraft, or for emergency, safety-related or employment-related
communications. The FAA is accepting comments on its proposal
until March 18th.
The route plan transfer process also works beginning with route
planning data transmitted through the Aspen Avionics Connected
Panel network to Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck on iPad. GPS-based
own-ship position data can also be transferred through the Aspen
Avionics gateway to Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck on iPad to show
positioning on Jeppesen airport diagrams and enroute charts.
Deceased pilots claimed aerotoxic syndrome
The death of two former British Airways pilots, both 43 years of age,
who both believed they were poisoned by breathing contaminated
air in the cockpit of jets they flew may now lead to legal action.
Shortly before his death on December 12th, pilot Richard Westgate
reportedly instructed his lawyers to sue BA over his alleged poisoning.
Pilot Karen Lysakowska was grounded with poor health in 2005 and
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developed lung cancer, passing away a few days after Westgate.
Lawyers for Westgate are now pushing for an inquest into the pilot’s
death to prove the existence of “aerotoxic syndrome.”
In 2007 a collection of flight crew members founded the Aerotoxic
Association based on their experience with a range of chronic health
issues that they attribute to contaminated cabin air, which they say
ended their careers. They believe organophosphates in engine oil can
enter the cabin as fumes delivered by bleed air systems. They attribute
symptoms such as chronic fatigue, mood swings, loss of confidence
and persistent headache to aerotoxic syndrome. Governmentcommissioned studies in the UK concluded in 2011 that cabin air
was safe. Critics claim that toxic events occur on the order of roughly
one per 100 flights and so may be difficult to detect without fulltime air quality sensors. A spokesman for British Airways told
reporters it is not aware of any legal claims related to the deaths of
the two pilots. Autopsy results are pending.

tilled and compacted snow slowed and supported the airplane until
it stopped. “I was amazed,” said pilot Stephen Textor. “I was ready
for the nose to drop and the propeller to hit the ground … I thought
the plane was going to be a total loss. Somebody had a really good
idea and I’m glad.” Baker said he believes his airport is the first to use
snow as part of an arresting system.
FAA urges maintenance of manual flight skills
Autopilots and auto-throttles commonly used on modern aircraft are
useful tools but may have already led to degraded piloting skills,
according to the FAA, which earlier this month released a safety alert
to encourage manual flight operations. In a Safety Alert for Operators
(SAFO) the FAA said flight operations data has identified “an increase
in manual handling errors.” They also said that continuous use of
automated systems “could lead to degradation of the pilot’s ability
to quickly recover the aircraft from an undesired state.” The FAA’s
SAFO encourages operators to “take an integrated approach by incorporating emphasis of manual flight operations into both line
operations and training.” In addition, the SAFO offers guidance on
operational policies.
According to the SAFO, “appropriate opportunities” for pilots to
exercise manual flying skills include non-RVSM airspace operations
and conditions of low workload. At the same time, the FAA also urges
operators to develop and review their policies to ensure that pilots
understand when the use of automated systems is preferred—such as
during high-workload scenarios and conditions that require precise
flight operations. The FAA recognises that some crew operating
conditions may limit the ability of pilots to practice manual flight. It
advises that airlines adapt their policies to ensure that their pilots
“have the appropriate opportunities to exercise the aforementioned
knowledge on short final.”

Airport operator finds a use for snow
The Steamboat Springs Airport in Colorado has been getting plenty
of snow this year, and the airport operators say they’ve successfully
tested a new method for dealing with snow that’s safer and more
economical than just ploughing it out of the way. Crews have instead
been compacting the snow and using it as part of an arresting system
that slows and supports airplanes that overshoot the landing strip.
The new process also eliminates the abrupt snow banks, up to 20
inches high, that in the past could flip airplanes that ran off course.
Airport manager Mel Baker said that it’s “pretty common” for
airplanes to run off the runway at the airport due to the weather and
the challenges of high-altitude mountain flying. Baker recalled an
incident in 2009 when an airplane exited the runway, hit a snow bank
and flipped over. It was a total loss. An airplane that ran off the
runway in the same spot in December was not damaged at all. The
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